Conference Programme
Friday 21st Feb

All Friday events held at An Taibhdhearc, Middle Street, Galway
5.00 pm

Registration

5.45 pm

ICTM Ireland Annual General Meeting
Open to all members in good standing
Opening Reception
Oíche ar an Sean-nós concert

7.00 pm
7.30 pm

Saturday 22nd Feb

All events held in St. Anthony’s wing, Cairnes Building
9.00 am

Registration (Foyer, St. Anthony’s, Cairnes Building)

9.45 am

Welcome from Jaime Jones & Méabh Ní Fhuartháin

Session 1a: Re/inventing Tradition
Chair: Colin Quigley
10.00
Francis Ward
Irish Traditional Music and the
‘Virtual Community’
10.20
Desi Wilkinson
The Representation of SocioEconomic Attitudes in Vernacular
Music Performance
10.40
Niall Keegan
The Music of What Happened
11.00

Discussion

Session 1b: Constructing Community through Music
Chair: Ioannis Tsioulakis
10.00
Theodore Konkouris Building Communities through
Storytelling and Song in Mande
Hunters Performance’
A Sessions: Lecture Theatre
B Sessions: Seminar Room CA110

10.20

Giti Sorayyapour

10.40

Thérèse Smith

11.00

Discussion

Exposing Civilian Conscription in the
Global War on Terror (GWOT)
Through Hip-Hop Platforms Online:
The Case of Lowkey
Music and Demarcated Space

11.20 Coffee (Foyer, St. Anthony’s, Cairnes Building)
Session 2a: Music as Place
Chair: Thérèse Smith
11.50
Michael Lydon

12.10

Tim Collins

12.30

Aileen Dillane

12.50

Discussion

Honking in Protest: Ornette
Coleman, Free Jazz: A Collective
Improvisation & Narration from a
Covert Place
Place as Palimpsest: History,
Memory and Place in East Galway
Music Composition
Music, Place, and the Utopian
Impulse: Sun Ra’s ‘Space is the
Place’

Session 2b: Music and Disruption: The Politics of Place
Chair: Ray Casserly
11.50
Ciara Moley
You Heading to the Session?: The
Troubles and its Effect on Irish
Traditional Music in Armagh and
Monaghan
12.10
Jaime RollinsRebel Music and Political Identity
McColgan
12.30
Gordon Ramsey
Music at the Interface: A Field
Report from the Frontline of Belfast’s
Culture Wars
12.50
Discussion
13.15 Lunch
13.15 Working Lunch for Editorial Group (meet in the Foyer)
A Sessions: Lecture Theatre
B Sessions: Seminar Room CA110

14.10 Film: Transmitting Musical Heritage, by Fay Hield, University of
Sheffield (Lecture Theatre, St Anthony’s)
Session 3a: The Individual in/and the Community
Chair: Aileen Dillane
14.30
Aidan O’Donnell
Examining from within: A Case
Study of Emic Research in the
Fiddle Tradition of Co. Donegal
14.50

Martin Dowling

15.10

Andrew Killick

15.30

Discussion

Place, Habitus, Style and the
Resistance to Placelessness
A Community of Individualists?
People and Places in Northumbrian
Piping

Session 3b: Music and the City
Chair: Sheryl Lynch
14.30
Aisling Nolan and
Mapping Belfast Musically: Toward
Kayla Rush
an Interdisciplinary Dialogue
between Ethnomusicology and
Social Geography
14.50

Eileen Hogan

15.10

Paul Carr

15.30

Discussion

‘Beautiful City, my home by the
Lee’: Music-making, Identity and
the Significance of the Local
Sting and the Gravitational Pull of
Newcastle

15.50 Coffee (Foyer, St. Anthony’s, Cairnes Building)
Session 4a: Representing and Constructing Place
Chair: Tim Collins
16.20
Sam MacKay
La Culture Est à Nous: Music and
the Politics of Place in a European
Capital of Culture
16.40
Daithí Kearney
Staging Place: Encountering North
Kerry through Irish Traditional Music,
Song, Dance and Mime
A Sessions: Lecture Theatre
B Sessions: Seminar Room CA110

17.00

Simon KeeganPhipps

17.20

Tony Langlois

17.40

Discussion

England, which England? The Role
of the English Folk Arts in the
Expression of a Contemporary
Nation.
The Musical Construction of
Iceland

Session 4b: Institutions and Musical Communities
Chair: Verena Commins
16.20
Jack Talty
The 'Ivory Tower' and the 'Commons'?
Locating Irish Traditional Music
Academia in Community Discourse
16.40
Jonathan Roberts
Gamelan clubs in Surakarta: The
Many and Varied Uses of Musical
Community
17.00
Geraldine Cotter
Mol an Óige agus Tiocfaidh sí’:
Learning and Performing of
Traditional Music: Ennis, Co. Clare.
Ireland 1970-1980
17.20
Jonathan Gregory Gender and the Amateur/
Professional Dynamic in the
Carnival Blocos of Rio de Janeiro
17.40
Discussion

18.30 Keynote Address:
Professor Martin Stokes (Lecture Theatre, St. Anthony’s)

• 20.15 Conference Dinner (McCambridges, Shop Street,
Galway)

A Sessions: Lecture Theatre
B Sessions: Seminar Room CA110

Sunday 23rd Feb

All events held in St. Anthony’s wing, Cairnes Building
Session 5a: Music and Placelessness
Chair: Tony Langlois
10.00
John Millar
The Virtual Space of Musical
Memory
10.20
Michalis Poupazis
Migrant Remembrance Through
Xenitia Songs: Reinventing
Communal Meanings in the GreekCypriot Diaspora of Birmingham
10.40
Sheryl Lynch
Contesting Placelessness:
Performing Grassfield Ritual in
Ireland
11.00
Discussion
• 11.20 Coffee (Foyer, St. Anthony’s, Cairnes Building)
Session 6a: Song, Place, and Circulation
Chair: Méabh Ní Fhuartháin
11.40
Deirdre Ní
Sean-nós song in Philadelphia,
Chonghaile
1884-1935: the Murphy-Lyons
Collection
12.00
Steve Coleman
The idiom of contact: locality,
mediation, and the poetics of the
self in Irish song
12.20
Lillis Ó Laoire
New places, New Communities:
Transformations of ‘Thíos i Lár an
Ghleanna,’ by Séamus Ó Grianna
12.40
Discussion
Session 6b: Music, Identity, and the Local
Chair: Ioannis Tsioulakis
11.40
Olga Witte
Selonding – Constructing Balinese
Identities
12.00
Colin Quigley
Dance dialects in Central
Transylvania: Might mapping still
A Sessions: Lecture Theatre
B Sessions: Seminar Room CA110

Matter?
12.20

Liz Melish

12.40

Discussion

Performing local identity: Place,
Community and Dance in
Timisoara, Romania

• 13.00 Lunch
Session 7a: Inventing/Imagining Place
Chair: Daithí Kearney
14.00
Éamonn Costello
Will the Real Gaeltacht Please
Stand Up: The Effect of Romantic
Cultural Nationalism on Vernacular
Music in The Irish Speaking District
14.20
Helen Lawlor
Mary O’Hara – A Musical
Ambassador
14.40
Sandra Joyce
Finding Your Own Voice in the Right
Place
15.00
Discussion
Session 7b: Music and Place in Communities of Faith
Chair: Jaime Jones
14.00
Rebecca Uberoi
‘We are Pentecostal; We are
Evangelical; We are an AIC’:
Musical Indices of Group Identity
and Belonging in an African
Immigrant Church
14.20
Tamara Turner
Affective Community and Shared
Suffering in the Music of Algerian
Diwan
14.40
Tala Jarjour
Beyond (Re)Constructing Place:
Music as Tenacious Affirmation of
Existence
15.00
Discussion
15.20

Closing Remarks
Méabh Ní Fhuartháin

(Lecture Theatre, St. Anthony’s)

A Sessions: Lecture Theatre
B Sessions: Seminar Room CA110

Abstracts
Paul Carr
Sting and the Gravitational Pull of Newcastle
Born in Wallsend, a mainly working class area of North Tyneside in the early 1950s,
Gordon Sumner, aka Sting’s creativity and drive for success were established in the
region of his birth, with vestiges of the spaces and places of his upbringing, social
conditions and ‘Northern Englishness’ continuing to re emerge in his music long after he
left the area. When broadly considering his relationship with the city, it is possible to
regard the years 1977 – 1985 in terms of ‘outward momentum, while close to the last 30
years have witnessed an increasing gravitation pull – during which his interface with the
city has become more regular and profound. The process of exploring and sometimes
exorcising his background through songs such as ‘All This Time’ (The Soul Cages, 1991)
and ‘We Work the Black Seam’ (Dream of the Blue Turtles, 1985) has cumulated in his
most recent album The Last Ship (2013), an album replete with local dialect and real
and imagined characters based from his past: resulting in a vivid visual portrait of the
time, places and spaces of his upbringing – through the lens of his imagination and
memory. This paper will investigate Sting’s often problematic love/hate relationship with
his hometown of Newcastle since forming The Police in 1977, with a particular focus on
a critical analysis of his last album - The Last Ship (2013).

Steve Coleman
The Idiom of Contact: Locality, Mediation, and the Poetics of the Self
in Irish Song
This paper represents an attempt to sound out a single recorded performance of Irishlanguage song - "An Baile atá lámh léi siúd" as sung by Pádraig Ághas, filmed in 1967 by
RTÉ (but not initially broadcast), and reissued on DVD as part of the series, Come West
along the Road. I would like to reflect on a few aspects of this remarkable
performance. The fact that it was deemed unfit for broadcast seems to be tied in with
its obvious features of "localness", not least of which is the viewer's strong sensation of
trespass; I would like to think about this performance in comparison to the variously
staged and transposed manners in which RTÉ was, and still is, in the habit of
broadcasting traditional music. Another remarkable feature of this recording is the way
it makes manifest the corporeal aspects of traditional song performance; I argue that
this, too, creates problems for those who, like our national broadcaster, identify the
performance of "tradition" with the constitution of a translocal public sphere.

Tim Collins
Place as Palimpsest : History, Memory and Place in East Galway
Music Composition
Focusing on instrumental music composition in east Galway, this paper explores a new
critical way of thinking about music composition by investigating how such a practice
informs and is informed by memory, place and one’s sense of place. To the composer,
place may be conceptualised as palimpsest, as a layered location of personal and
collective experiences that can be accessed with a creative imagination. By drawing
on past events, the composer renders these experiences meaningful in the present
through music composition. These compositions therefore have the potential to
function as Bakhtinian chronotopes. Fusing space and time, these compositions speak
to past experiences of place, experiences that are essential components in developing

and articulating an individual and a collective sense of place. Keith Basso (1996, 4)
notes that, for some people who are caught up in ‘the ongoing world of current
concerns and projects,’ place may be overlooked as a reminder of the past. For the
composers under study here, however, place clearly presented itself as ‘bearing on
past events’ (ibid). Possessing a poetically heightened sense of place, these composers
have been deeply affected by the specificities of the past in place. Composition thus
provides a mode of cultural expression, a response to such events.

Éamonn Costello
Will the Real Gaeltacht Please Stand Up: The Effect of Romantic
Cultural Nationalism on Vernacular Music in The Irish Speaking District
Romantic cultural nationalism has framed the Gaeltacht as the most authentically Irish
community in Ireland. Beginning with Douglas Hyde, the founder of the Gaelic League,
there has been a continuous effort made, by various agencies, to preserve the cultural
practices, particularly the language, of this area. Romantic cultural nationalists
believed that the ‘authenticity’ of the Gaeltacht was due to the economic
underdevelopment and remoteness of the area. Old habits die hard, and despite the
fact that contemporary Gaeltacht life is on a par with that of contemporary Irish society
in general, the area is still imagined as a self-contained homogenous pre-industrial
reservation of authentic Irishness. Sean-nós (old-style) is a form of Irish language
vernacular song that has become an aural metaphor for the Gaeltacht and therefore
for authentic Irishness. However, the Sean-nós is rarely performed in the Gaeltacht
today, and country and western, sometimes with lyrics in Irish, is by the far the most
commonly performed music in the region. I propose that the demise of Sean-nós in this
area is in part due to the fact that it has become an index of the imagined Gaeltacht
of Romantic cultural nationalism, which has in a sense appropriated Sean-nós from the
contemporary Gaeltacht community. Many Gaeltacht residents reject Sean-nós
because it is part of a stereotype that frames the Gaeltacht community as noble
peasants, and even those who have a more positive view of the genre are often
reluctant to learn Sean-nós songs because of the weight of authenticity that has been
attached to this genre.

Geraldine Cotter
Mol an Óige agus Tiocfaidh sí’: Learning and Performing of
Traditional Music: Ennis, Co. Clare. Ireland 1970-1980
In 1961, the Clare Vocational Education Committee and the recently established Irish
music and cultural organisation Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann, instituted a partnership
that saw the establishment of the first formal classes in traditional music in the town of
Ennis. This paper explores these first moments, examining how this event would
subsequently influence traditional music practices across the community in Ennis and its
hinterland. Applying Thomas Turino’s models of performance, the participational and
presentational (2008), and Etienne Wenger’s theory of learning as a practice of social
participation (1998), I trace the ‘pathway’ (Finnegan 1989) followed by many young
musicians from the classroom to participation in community practices. In addition to the
changing economic and social conditions, and the emergence of cultural tourism, the
consequential increase in the number of musicians in Ennis, contributed to the
reshaping of the identity of the town: from a place with limited traditional music
practice, into what is now perceived as a major hub of tradition.

Aileen Dillane
Music, Place, and the Utopian Impulse: Sun Ra’s ‘Space is the Place’
First released in 1974 and featuring Sun Ra and his Arkestra, ‘Space is the Place’ is often
read as a utopian movie because it deals with the issue of emancipation of AfricanAmericans communities, not just from hegemonic oppression but also from the
conditions of their own ignorance (Gilroy 1993; Corbett 1994). The associated sound
track places Sun Ra and his ensemble at the cutting edge of jazz avant-gardism and
Afro-futurism. But while much attention has been given to Sun Ra’s music in general, the
structural and agentive role music plays specifically in this movie is under-theorised.
Expanding on the work of Ruth Levitas (2009) in which music is explored for its potential
to be a distinctive utopian force, I argue that Ra’s music in ‘Space is the Place’ is not
merely reflective of a future utopian place/community, or even predictive of it (Attali
1985), but actually is the place itself. Music therefore operates beyond a diegetic role
here and the space ship piloted by the Ra is a visual representation of the utopian
processes of creating, rehearsing, and performing ensemble music, especially where
new technologies are deployed (Zuberi 2007) and where music itself is the
transformative technology (De Nora 2000).

Martin Dowling
Place, Habitus, Style and the Resistance to Placelessness
This paper returns to two earlier reflections on the importance of place in Irish traditional
music, and on the evolution of the presenter’s own style of fiddle playing, given to the
first Croschealach An Cheoil conference in Dublin in 1995 and at the North Atlantic
fiddle Convention in Derry in 2010. The paper explores the evolution of Irish American
fiddling after the 78 rpm era, discussing the influence of the style and repertoire of
“second generation” fiddlers such as Andy McGann and contemporary players such as
Liz Carroll, and considers to what extent urban Irish America has been a stylistic
“place.” The paper then turns to a district in the Sligo/Mayo/Roscommon border region
which can be viewed as the “source” of the 78 rpm fiddle style, and explores the
changing musical integrity of that district. I then articulate how my own style of music
making developed by way of the construction of place and the positioning of my body
in place. I conclude by arguing that style in traditional music will continue to be
developed and embodied through strategies and in contexts which resit placenessness
and virtuality.

Jonathan Gregory
Gender and the Amateur/Professional Dynamic in the Carnival
Blocos of Rio de Janeiro
This paper aims to present an overview of field research conducted in the percussion
workshops of the group Monobloco. From the participant observer experience, I sought
to examine gender asymmetries in professional circles, which significantly contrast with
the amateur circuit in this respect. In the process, significant gender bias was found
within different stages of musical production, giving men better conditions in
transitioning to the professional domain. Every year during the carnival season, a small
group of students is chosen to perform with amplified instruments in the central region
of the drum section known as the 'diretoria', receiving prestige and subsequent
invitations to perform with professional groups. As an important element in creating
bridges between these two worlds, the workshops revealed that whenever carnival
practices take place within the private and 'familial' aegis, as in the case of percussion

workshops, women are not faced with many obstacles. In the public and professional
realm, however, female participation is often hindered by social conventions that limit
performance along gender lines. In either case, it is clear that more than percussion
classes, the workshops provide a place for sociability that is surprisingly more important
and meaningful than the product being consumed.

Fay Hield
Transmitting Musical Heritage
Working as a team of academic and community partners, we are conducting a yearlong project into the transmission of musical heritage. When music passes from playerto-player, or player-to-audience, we question what cultural meta-data travels with it,
and how. Combining the expertise of managers and musicians from three community
music organisations and academics from the University of Sheffield the research
addresses the motivations of organisations, musicians, audiences and communities;
opportunities and barriers to the implementation of ideals, and the outcomes of
engaging in musical activity. This short film surfaces the knowledge held by practitioners
and reflects where our thinking is situated at the mid-point stage.

Eileen Hogan
‘Beautiful City, My Home by the Lee’: Music-making, Identity and the
Significance of the Local
From the mid-1990s, many scholars portended that spatial analyses of the local would
become increasingly redundant. Yet, somewhat paradoxically, the threat of uniformity
produced through globalisation has prompted a defence of regional identity;
globalisation and localisation may be understood as convergent, rather than
divergent, through ‘glocalisation’. The local is therefore reproduced as a significant
base for individuals’ identity work. This paper examines the ways in which the city is
produced through popular music-making activities.
Based on findings from
ethnographic research conducted in Cork, it explores music-making as an affective,
embodied and dynamic experience that influences musicians’ identity formation, their
sense of belonging in and attachment to the city, and their involvement in sociomusical communities based on reciprocity and collectivism. Finally, it considers the
implications of these affective affinities in music-making networks in enhancing the
‘livability’ of the city and interrogates current neoliberal conceptualisations of
competitive creative entrepreneurialism as a solution to economic and urban woes in
contemporary Irish society.

Tala Jarjour
Beyond (Re)Constructing Place: Music as Tenacious Affirmation of
Existence
Members of the Syrian Orthodox Church of Antioch (known as the Syriac Church),
consider their aurally maintained chant tradition as marker of an ancient Christian
identity that is firmly rooted in the Levant. The church has seen, over recent decades,
slow yet steady emigration to more prosperous lands, such as Western Europe and
North America, which it has considered the primary threat to what was often labeled
‘the Syriac existence in the East’. In recent years, however, and as a result of new
conflict in the region the current epicenter of which is Syria, the very existence of
Christianity in the region has come under threat, rendering thus the threat to Syriac

existence ever more immediate. Drawing on previous work on the interlocation of
identity and place in the Syriac perception of history, faith and existence through
chant, I consider in this paper how the community is reacting to changing
circumstances and to the resulting dramatic demographic decline in its land of origin.
In doing so I consider the significance of chant in not only reconstructing lost lands
spiritually and geographically, but also through newfound realism in the musical and
spiritual rhetoric of the church.

Sandra Joyce
Finding Your Own Voice in the Right Place
The integration of the Irish, oral and native vocal traditions into the University curricula
poses many challenges. This integration has proved more problematic than that of the
general dance music tradition for a diverse number of socio-economic reasons that are
not unique to Ireland but are individually cast here. Many of these reasons can be
related to the ideals of cultural nationalism which have been particularly influential from
the late 19th century. For traditional song in the 21st century, individual creativity is often
bound up within the vernacular imagination of what the song tradition is, and where it
is. Reference is often made to imagined ‘traditional song communities’, whereas in
reality there is no singular structure or organisation of traditional song although place is
to a large extent paramount in the hierarchy of authenticity and value. Strong ideas on
the nature of the tradition prevail and influence many aspects of the way and place
that song is performed and transmitted. This paper will illustrate how traditional song is
imagined as many conflicting and different arts practices, especially distinct from the
dance tune tradition that is regarded as more ‘mainstream’. It will address the
challenges of integrating this diverse vocal tradition into the performance and
academic courses in the academy and show how the university must create a different
type of creative, learning environment for the traditional singers who engage it.
Ultimately it will problematise ways in which such a ‘relocation’ of the tradition to the
academy can situate the University as a unique place for authenticity and value in
traditional song.

Daithí Kearney
Staging Place: Encountering North Kerry through Irish Traditional
Music, Song, Dance and Mime

Siamsa Tíre, The National Folk Theatre of Ireland, developed from a local
initiative in 1963 and is based in Tralee, Co. Kerry. It is, in many ways, a unique
cultural experience, presenting Irish folklore and folk culture through the medium
of theatre involving music, song, dance and mime but invariably no dialogue.
The initial material for the performances was developed from memories of the
founding artistic director, Pat Ahern, which involved various tasks and social
aspects common in rural north Kerry in the early twentieth century. A fiddle
player himself with a strong interest in the Irish song tradition, Ahern combined
music, song and dance with theatricalised representations of Irish rural life. In this
paper, I focus on the representation of north Kerry in folk theatre. Given the
development of the company over nearly half a century, it is interesting to
consider the impact of tourism on Irish culture, changing concepts of folk culture
in an increasingly urbanised state and the potential of folk theatre to create as
well as reflect a community and society. This paper draws selectively on the
repertoire of performances devised by Siamsa Tíre over the past half century,

highlighting themes and developments that inform an understanding of the art
form and changes in Irish society more generally.

Niall Keegan
The Music of What Happened
Perhaps the great paradox of the development of the community of Irish traditional
music practice in the past half century has been the emergent mapping of the
traditional into perceived distinct regional musical accents and the firmly held belief,
commonly expressed in academic and wider communities, that these accents are
disappearing into a Lomaxian, grey, mud. This resonates with the ideas of the role of
processes such as ‘displacement’, ‘globalisation’ and technologisation that are seen as
central in the call for this conference. However, these factors are solidified through the
intense localisation of Irish culture perhaps best exemplified through Irish native sports.
A vital aspect of the synchronic geographical and categorical imagination of the
traditional music of Ireland has been the diachronic imagination of the tradition. The
construction of sound histories and the role of both, what Svetlana Boym (2001) calls
restorative and reflective nostalgia, play central roles in the imagination of place as
sites for authenticity and value for traditional music performance. What is perhaps most
interesting is the tension between musical histories of place and ideas of creativity and
artistic practice (interestingly not terms used often in the community of practice), a
tension that itself can arguably become a source of creativity itself. This paper will
propose that the powers ascribed to music by Stokes come from its substantial and
unique nature as memory itself.

Simon Keegan-Phipps
England, which England? The Role of the English Folk Arts in the
Expression of a Contemporary Nation
Over the course of the last decade, debates and commentary on the subject of English
national and cultural identity have grown in frequency and profile within English public
discourse. In a political and social climate coloured by debate around the devolution
of Britain’s nations, the influence of the European Parliament, continuing globalisation
and escalating immigration, English identity has become a serious topic of discussion
throughout print and broadcast media. What is England? What constitutes Englishness?
Who has it? And what is it worth? The last ten years have seen numerous attempts by
the political left to reclaim a conscious sense of England and Englishness from the
realms of distasteful - or plain racist - nationalism. Artists have collaborated in attempts
to align folk traditions with the realities of contemporary English civic society; individuals
have emerged who embody the multicultural experience of modern England; and new
emphasis has been placed on tradition as assimilative process (rather than repertory).
But the folk arts pose specific problems for such a project – namely, the reification of
nostalgia for a historical rurality that is undeniably white. Through examining some case
studies of the current English folk resurgence, this paper will discuss how contemporary
English folk artists (the vast majority of whom share left-of-centre politics) attempt to
negotiate Englishness as a simultaneously inclusive and bounded cultural identity. It will
also seek to identify how the resurgence can expand concepts of indigeneity,
glocalisation, and the civic/cultural dichotomy.

Andrew Killick
A Community of Individualists? People and Places in Northumbrian
Piping
American folklorist Burt Feintuch conducted fieldwork on Northumbrian piping in the
1980s-90s and described it (in the title of a 2001 article in Western Folklore) as an
example of “Longing for Community”. Under modern conditions, Feintuch pointed out,
people with shared interests and values often live in places too far apart for them to
experience the “paradigmatic notion of community” as a “relatively small social unit
where inhabitants build whole lives within the structure of their relationships to each
other” (p. 157). To compensate, they may gather occasionally at events that facilitate
feelings of connectedness, both through the euphoria of music and dance and
through the symbolic and aesthetic qualities of the place in which the gathering is held.
My own research on Northumbrian piping since 2006 has suggested that this stress on
“community” should be balanced by consideration of solitude and individualism as a
value in Northumbrian piping, in Northumbrian identity and in the aesthetic
appreciation (often expressed through music) of Northumberland as a place. This
paper highlights the tension between seeking an experience of community through
both music and place and seeking a connection with both music and place that is not
mediated through other people.

Theodore Konkouris
Building Communities through Storytelling and Song in Mande
Hunters Performance
In Mali, West Africa, hunters form secret societies which hold regular ceremonies that
can be either public events, or private and sacred ones. Musical performance is central
to all hunters’ events and is often recorded and released as cassettes but also
transmitted through specialised hunters’ radio shows. In song, a hunters’ master
musician, accompanied by his apprentices, calls hunters to dance. He challenges
powerful hunters to step out of the audience and demands from them his share of the
hunt. In doing so, he moves around the performance site, dancing and singing the
praises of hunter-heroes. Hunters are perceived by Malians as human symbols of
cultural heritage. Based on eighteen months apprenticeship under a master hunters’
musician, this paper argues that hunters are not simply cultural bearers but also actors,
makers, and innovators that find novel inspiration in their surroundings and communities.
As experts of Mande oral histories, hunters use narrative in song to tell stories of the past
and sing about contemporary heroes in response to an increasing sense of
displacement, stimulated by the intensification of globalisation, and by the
technologies of access that allow Malians to experience the world. Their storytelling
‘evokes and organizes collective memories and presents experiences of place with an
intensity, power, and simplicity unmatched by any other social activity’ (Stokes1994).

Tony Langlois
The Musical Construction of Iceland
In recent years Iceland has become known for a certain style of popular music,
characterised by a mix of lo-fi experimentalism, hip-hop beats, a simple melodic
structure and a 'close up' style of vocal recording. Though distinct in many
respects, performers like Sigur Ros, Mum, Amina and Gus Gus share an aesthetic
paradigm which is not only recognisably 'Icelandic', but is frequently associated
metaphorically to the county’s distinct landscape. Bjork Gudmunsdottir, who put

Iceland on the popular music map in the 1990's, has also made the environment
a central theme in her music. This paper investigates the sources of this
association, by considering the influences of traditional Icelandic music,
recording studio practices, local aesthetics and global markets. It argues that
the music which is most closely associated with Iceland internationally is largely
a recent departure; a case of strategic constructivism, which nevertheless has
gained cultural traction at home and abroad.

Helen Lawlor
Mary O’Hara – A Musical Ambassador
Singer and harpist Mary O’Hara achieved singular success in her career as a performing
musician. Born in Sligo, O’Hara attended Dominican College Sion Hill in Dublin where
she studied harp with Máirín Ní Shé before embarking on an international performing
career that spanned five decades. Her life story captured the imagination of her
audiences. She was widowed in 1957, just 15 months after her marriage to poet
Richard Selig. She entered the Benedictine monastery, Stanbrook, in 1962 for 12 years
after which she re-commenced her performing career. O’Hara was enormously
popular with audiences worldwide, maintaining an international touring schedule until
her retirement in 1996. In 2009 O’Hara gifted her papers to the Burns Library at Boston
College. O’Hara’s music strongly connected audiences with an idealised homeland
and community that embodied ideologies of nation, culture, language and religion.
This paper will draw on new research on the Boston College material that examines her
impact on audiences around the world and assesses how, through her repertoire, she
constructed a sense of musical place and identity that resounded with Irish
communities internationally.

Michael Lydon
Honking in Protest: Ornette Coleman, Free Jazz: A Collective
Improvisation & Narration from a Covert Place
In the 1960s, in seeking to establish spaces of representation, African-American
communities sought to create covert spaces in response to still lingering Jim Crow
societal indifference. In industrial cities of North America, such as Chicago, Detroit, and
especially New York, a ‘New Negro’ diaspora movement had established the so-called
‘black public sphere’ since just after the First World War. By the second wave of AfricanAmerican migration, a migration in response to industrial needs brought about by the
Second World War, covert spaces of representation were already established, such as
those found on the ‘Chitlin Circuit’, a loose network of places such as African-American
nightclubs, juke joints, and after hour rent parties. From these covert places of
representation, African-American intellectuals, like LeRoi Jones (Amira Barika), sought
and found a radical discursive narrative in the music of improvisational jazz musicals,
such as Ornette Coleman and his 1960 album Free Jazz: A Collective Improvisation. In
their intertextual engagement with the polytonal instrumental expressions of Free Jazz,
they heard a Dionysian ‘radical’ voice akin to that of slaves crying out for freedom, a
voice emblematic of the one found in the African- American covert places of
representation, a voice honking in protest.

Sheryl Lynch
Contesting Placelessness: Performing Grassfield Ritual in Ireland
This paper examines ritual practices of the Grassfield diaspora in Ireland. Using
ethnographic examples from my doctoral research, I delineate some salient features of
ritual transformation, evident in the performance of life cycle vocal music from the
Grassfield area of North West Cameroon. Philip Bohlman suggests that ‘[d]iaspora
situates music, musicians and musical culture in places distinguished by placelessness
[…]’ (2001:292). This paper draws attention to precisely that reality of placelessness
experienced by some members of the Grassfield diaspora in Ireland, and highlights the
multiple, ritualised attempts to re-imagine place through collective musical
performance. Globalisation continues to complicate projects of place, and incentivise
an unpacking of its meaning. Just as ethnomusicological scholarship has moved away
from monolocative interpretations of musical traditions, so too have diasporic musical
communities like the Grassfield population of Ireland, who have become multi-sited in
their practice, imagining, and contestation of place.

Sam Mackay
La Culture Est à Nous: Music and the Politics of Place in a European
Capital of Culture
This paper considers how music has been mobilised for the construction of place
through the European Capital of Culture programme delivered in Marseille-Provence in
2013. Drawing particularly on Zukin's work on urban cultural regeneration (1995) and
perspectives from music studies (e.g. Krims 2007, Cohen 2007, 2013), it is argued that
'place' may be abstracted and mobilised through music for the benefit of hegemonic
strategies of urban development. In recent years the ECoC programme has become
increasingly associated with strategies of place-branding, and the case of Marseille
represents a pertinent example. The festival's discursive formulation of Marseille in terms
of diversity and difference was reflected in a music programme that emphasised
groups, repertoires, and festivals embodying musical fusion and plurality. While these
themes could arguably be traced to wider strategies of legitimation through notions of
democratisation and multiculturalism, diversity was nonetheless positioned as a specific
property of Marseille and of its sense of place. Yet this construction of place was
undermined by reports of the festival's marginalising of local musicians, as well as by the
programming of expensive international artists. Concern at these developments was
absorbed by a powerful local discourse of opposition to ECoC in which the
contestation of place was a key priority.

Liz Melish
Performing Local Identity: Place, Community and Dance in
Timisoara, Romania
This paper is based on my fieldwork for my recently submitted PhD with dancers in the
city of Timisoara, south west Romania. This work looked at the lives of dancers, who live
globalised lives but retain connections to their locality through their dance
performances. In Timisoara the local dance and music that is both danced socially
(participatory) and performed (presentational) has its roots in the historical landscape
referred to as ‘the Banat’. In this borderland region the locals see place as of prime
importance in their conception of their local music and dance and this view has
strengthened during recent years potentially as a reaction against global influences.
My work gives an insider view of local event organisation and participation in organised

performances involving local ways of moving, and looks at how novices acquire their
local dance knowledge within the local dance community. This paper will focus
especially on the ways that locals view their participation in these performances as
maintaining and strengthening their local identity.

John Millar
The Virtual Space of Musical Memory
This paper will look at some of the ways in which shared social memories are imagined,
enacted and maintained through sound in order to create temporary shared spaces.
As social identity is constructed through music it involves continual acts of affirmation
and adjustment. Memory, musical and social, is key to identity construction – as both its
location and as a primary constitutive element. Processes of memory formation and
retention inform and affect social identification – music is one virtual space in which
these processes are particularly fluid. When we engage in/with music, memory is reenacted and modified in a process of appropriation and integration. By looking at the
way in which music is used as a socially pliable medium that constructs temporarily
neutral locations of mediation that offer the opportunity for the creation of temporary
shared social identities, this paper will look at how those shared social memories in turn
construct culturally located memories of social-place. Music then becomes a
temporally and culturally ambiguous space that allows individual participants create
social constructs that renegotiate their historically located memory. By examining some
of the ways the music of Townes Van Zandt has become part of the collective musical
memory in Ireland, I will look at how some of these processes of cultural and social
mediation can function.

Ciara Moley
You heading to the Session?; The Troubles and its Effect on Irish
Traditional Music in Armagh and Monaghan.
The Troubles, although concentrated in the northern six counties of Ireland, affected
many people both north and south of the border. In this paper, two bombings will be
focused on, exploring their impact on traditional Irish music in the locality; the
Monaghan bombing in 1974 and a bomb in 1979 in Forkhill in Co. Armagh. Although
both part of the musical region of Oriel, their positions on opposite sides of the border
portray the impact of The Troubles on people both sides of the divide. Monaghan town
was devastated on the 17th May 1974 when a bomb exploded, killing seven people
and injuring thirteen others. The people of Monaghan were appalled and terrified by
the devastating events that had unfolded. However, the Féile Oriel festival continued
as planned the following year. The festival is based around the Fiddler of Oriel
competition and draws fiddle players from across Ireland to compete. Despite the
bomb in 1974, musicians continued to enter the contest in high numbers. South
Armagh’s position north of the border placed it in a prime location for involvement in
The Troubles. In 1979, The Welcome Inn, home place of Ring of Gullion CCÉ and its
popular session venue, was destroyed in a bomb explosion. Despite this major setback,
Ring of Gullion CCÉ continued to thrive and actively encourage all music in the area.
These small hubs of Irish traditional music were an escape for many people during these
times and were casualties of the violence. However, the strength of the musicians in
Monaghan town and Forkhill should be highly admired. Even though the number of
visitors to both events decreased, the musicians still attended in high numbers, showing
the importance of music in the lives of the people of both areas and how it was still
important when the county was at war.

Deirdre Ní Chonghaile
Sean-nós song in Philadelphia, 1884-1935: the Murphy-Lyons
Collection
This paper introduces Rev. Domhnall Ó Morchadha (1858-1935) from the Ox Mountains
– Sligo’s last Gaeltacht – who spent most of his life working as a music scholar and
collector in Philadelphia and in the surrounding coal-mining towns of rural Pennsylvania.
He collaborated with Galwayman J.J. Lyons to create the largest extant
independently-produced collection of Irish-language song. Spanning over 51 years
from 1884 to 1935 and numbering over 1,100 songs, it is a rare achievement that
echoes the later efforts of Sam Henry to preserve the English-language song of Ireland.
The Philadelphia collection is, however, more significant because of the atypical
context from which it emerged: an industrial East Coast metropolis. What Chief Francis
O’Neill and Sergeant James O’Neill did for instrumental music in Chicago, Lyons and
Murphy did for sean-nós song in Philadelphia. This paper considers the background of
these two collectors, their motives and methodologies, what they did with the songs
they transcribed, and what became of their collection. The collection demonstrates
forcibly the significance of songs and singing to Gaelic-speakers who emigrated to
America in the Famine and post-Famine period. As this collection has only recently
come to light, this paper presents the first opportunity to share news of this exciting
discovery with scholars of Irish traditional music.

Aisling Nolan and Kayla Rush
‘Mapping Belfast Musically: Toward an Interdisciplinary Dialogue
between Ethnomusicology and Social Geography.
In a joint presentation, we intend to examine the dipoles of music shaping place and
place shaping music. This we intend to do by using Belfast city as our case study.
Drawing our evidence from our forthcoming project and website ‘Mapping Belfast
Musically’ we intend to argue the case for extended interdisciplinary engagement
when conducting research in the musical construction and meaning of place.

Lillis Ó Laoire
New places, New Communities: Transformations of ‘Thíos i Lár an
Ghleanna,’ by Séamus Ó Grianna
Séamus Ó Grianna’s song, ‘Thíos i Lár an Ghleanna,’ or ‘Tráthnóna Beag Aréir’ is
something of an anthem for Irish language song lovers. Although still important in its
locus of origin, the Donegal Gaeltacht, it is also sung wherever Irish speakers gather,
often avidly requested from Donegal singers believed to know it. It became more
widely known when Nuala O’Faoláin, the celebrated writer and journalist, discussed her
terminal illness on the Marian Finucane Show on RTÉ radio in 2008. The interview gripped
the nation’s listeners. O’Faoláin referred to ‘Thíos i Lár an Ghleanna’, claiming that the
last two lines of the song in particular concisely expressed her situation: Shiúlfainn leat
fríd chanach, fríd mhéilte ar chiumhais na mara, Agus dúiche Dé dá gcaillinn, go
bpógfainnse do bhéal. Consequently, the song now appeals to various constituencies,
extending from its place of origin outwards to a national radio audience witnessing a
frank and dramatic ‘end of life’ discussion. This paper explores how the song has
moved from its origin as an item of local appeal, grounded in a geographically specific
territory, to one becoming significant to a national virtual community of radio listeners.

Aidan O'Donnell
Examining from Within: A Case Study of Emic Research in the Fiddle
Tradition of Co. Donegal.
This paper examines issues of identity associated with emic field research, with
particular regard to my own research into Irish traditional fiddle music in Co.Donegal.
The 'hermenuetic arc' paradigm (Rice 1997) is examined, not only as a vehicle by which
the etic researcher can establish and account for their connection to the studied
community, but also as a vehicle by which the emic researcher can reflect on their
own (changing) identity as a member of that particular community. Field relationships
are examined in terms of various fieldwork epistemologies including the 'Friendship
Model' (Cooley 2008) and Ó Laoire's experiences as a mainland researcher on an
island community (Ó Laoire 2003) while also contextualising this model in terms of my
own field experience. The paper will also discuss whether the researcher from an etic
perspective can ever experience the full embodiment of tradition that an emic
performer/ researcher may, and discuss how that may affect the research undertaken.

Michalis Poupazis
Migrant Remembrance Through Xenitia Songs: Reinventing
Communal Meanings in the Greek-Cypriot Diaspora of Birmingham
This paper reflects on the relationship between music, place, and the Greek-Cypriot
migrant community of Birmingham, as observed during ethnographic research over the
period 2012-13. The importance of the songs of Xenitia is highlighted; such songs are
selectively constructed and re-entitled in this community in ways that draw out their
particular relevance to migrant nostalgia. Five observations emerge from this study. First
and second, Greek-Cypriot migrants use music to build and revisit both collective and
individual memories. Third, they pay particular attention to the experience of
communal masculinity in music. Fourth, musical hybridisation of the Arab and Greek,
and lastly all the above communal choices are viewed as making local sense and
creating the reality within which they live, contrasting with the reality of their homeland.
Stelios Kazantzidis’ (1963) song Damn You, Foreign Lands will be analysed, as it
exemplifies best the above observations. The hybridisation of the Arabic rast maqam
with the Greek words, instrumentation and aesthetics of this song, reveal, sensu Stokes
(2004:48), “subdisciplinary [negotiations and] boundaries” within the migrant
community. However, both the rast maqam and Greek words suggest an
interdisciplinary momentum. The maqam’s technicalities and the Cypriot prefix to
the Greek, intermix further. Moreover the male-centric words contribute to
communal masculinity expressions by elder-male migrants. Concluding, Kazantzidis’
song exemplifies how an expatriate community draws on musical resources to summon
up a remembered or imagined home.

Colin Quigley
Dance Dialects in Central Transylvania: Might Mapping still Matter?
The multiethnic population of Central Transylvania comprises a complex settlement
pattern and concomitant interaction among Romanians, Hungarians and Rom Gypsies.
These ethnic groups intermingle in villages of varying composition in which one or
another group predominates. Much of Hungarian and Romanian traditional music and
dance scholarship has been focused on the identification and mapping of
music/dance dialects. Researchers, who of necessity worked within their respective
national ideological frame, had little opportunity and indeed were actively

discouraged from investigations that crossed ethnic-national boundaries. As a result a
peculiar dual perspective/double vision, in which this shared idiom has been seen
through only one or the other lens at a time, has obscured an integrated
understanding. It has recently become possible to combine these artificially separate
images into a more complete picture, akin to the effect of donning 3d cinema glasses.
The younger generation, less constrained by the ideologies of their institutions, at least in
this regard, is genuinely interested in working together. Obstacles of language, training,
established understandings and accepted truths remain and contrive to impede
progress, but at least the process of mutual acknowledgement has begun. A telling
example is a collaborative project in which I am working with ethnochoreologists from
both Hungary and Romania to examine the most mixed of regions: the so-called
Transylvanian Plain (mezoseg or campie) lying east of the Somes river and running to
the foothills of the Carpathian mountain range.

Gordon Ramsey
Music at the Interface: A Field Report from the Frontline of Belfast’s
Culture Wars
The last 12 months have seen working-class loyalists in Northern Ireland alienated from
the political process, the political parties who claim to represent them, and the forces
of the state to which they assert loyalty. This alienation has been played out in a series
of confrontations, centred on the Greater Shankill area, in which music, specifically
marching bands, has played a central role. Confrontation culminated on July 12th
2013, when police prevented loyalists returning from the annual Boyne celebrations
from parading to their home area past the Catholic owned Ardoyne shops. A major
riot, three days of violence, and six months of daily protest parades followed, These
are ongoing on the Woodvale Road, where I am a resident. This presentation will show
the central role played by music in the violence and ongoing demonstrations. I will
show the ways that loyalist bands have responded to calls for solidarity, but also used
the protests to further their own specific agendas, resulting in the protests taking on
their own dynamic, becoming social, entertainment and community-building events as
well as political demonstrations.

Jonathan Roberts
Gamelan Clubs in Surakarta: The Many and Varied Uses of Musical
Community
The city of Surakarta in Central Java is a major hub for the traditional performing arts
and alongside its many ensembles of full-time professional musicians there exists an
extensive, alternative network of clubs where a huge range of individuals meet to play
gamelan, socialise, and occasionally perform. These clubs grow out of local
neighbourhood associations, workplace environments, and shared interest groups, and
draw on support from local government, employers, and wealthy individuals. This paper
will look at these clubs as locations for the creation, expression, and negotiation of
community. Drawing on the social science literature on Indonesia and
ethnomusicological studies of musical community it will explore the mechanisms that
members use to build and maintain commitment, belonging, and solidarity within
groups. It will also examine the ways in which these small, grass-roots communities
invoke and deploy the wider social discourses surrounding community and music in
order to garner support, and the ways in which these same discourses are used by
those who give support to justify their involvement and manage perceptions of the
benefits they gain from it.

Jaime Rollins-McColgan
Rebel Music and Political Identity
Among the rocky terrain of the Northern Ireland’s political landscape, Irish republican
culture has struggled to maintain continuity with the past, legitimacy in the present and
a sense of community for the future. Republican parading bands play a key role in the
maintenance and preservation of republican principles and, as music is almost always
played at commemorations, it is used as an idiom of political expression and a medium
for educating younger republican generations about republican history. Narratives and
memories of the past infiltrate all aspects of community identity and everyday life and,
put to music, republican historical narratives are generated and passed on. Republican
parading music, or ‘rebel music’ (as it is often known as), represents complex
associations of nationalism, identity and political belief. The emotions that are evoked
through the associations made with rebel songs encourage bonds made within
republican communities, but these bonds are complicated and based on more than
simply the music alone. In this paper I will address the question of how rebel music is
used in the formation of political identity, and how the expression of emotions through
music and songs strengthens and maintains republican narratives of the past and
present.

Thérèse Smith
Music and Demarcated Space
African American communities have always used music to delineate appropriated
space. If it can be argued that American “belonging” can be defined most critically
and historically along a negotiated continuum of race (most crucially, perhaps, but also
defined ethnically), the two most critical identifiers that articulate that continuum are
colour and music. What one listens to is, perhaps, equally as important as how “bright”
(or dark) one is. Through an examination of performances in a single deep-South—
Mississippi—community, ranging from the 1980s to 2112, this paper will analyse how
musical community can be generated in performance, and equally how exclusion can
serve to reinforce community. The binary opposition of “saints” and “sinners” is
performed in music in formal and informal situations every day of the week, but most
critically in performance at the personal (and yet public) space that is the weekend.
Whether one visits a juke joint or a night club on Saturday night, or a church gathering
on Sunday morning (and participation in the former generally precludes the latter,
unless one is of an exceptionally robust constitution), boundaries are drawn and
identities constructed and articulated.

Giti Sorayyapour
Exposing Civilian Conscription in the Global War on Terror (GWOT)
Through Hip-Hop Platforms Online: The Case of Lowkey
Butler’s reference to civilian conscription1 can be understood as an exercise of ‘human
management’. I read the proliferation of the GWOT, ”the first Internet war”2, as an
extension of this design. First formulated by Taylor in the wake of the Industrial
Revolution, ‘human management’ entailed mediated interactivity, i.e. “collective
production”3, to ensure maximum profit. The Internet is a paragon of this model. It
Butler, J. 2009. Frame of War: When is Life Grievable? London; New York: Verso, pg. xiv.
Andrejevic, M. 2007. iSpy: Surveillance and Power in the Interactive Era. Kansas: University of
Kansas Press, pg. 163.
3 Ibid., 2007: 63
1
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created a productive and reproductive “social factory”4. As an enclosure, the Internet
does as it suggests: interns. We are thus encouraged to consider the “critical role of
technical devices…as not merely passive objects of human manipulation, [but] the
production of knowledge”5. My paper locates how London hip-hop artist, Lowkey,
challenges this phenomenon. Enabling his online music platforms, notably YouTube, to
be co-opted to disseminate hate, is key. He provides a window into how civilians have
been conscripted, and by reclaiming the instrument of conscription, performs
resistance to it. Coterminous with the founding tradition of hip-hop, Lowkey uses the
musical medium in order to configure a sociopolitical space. I analyse this through
Dean’s treaty of ‘Communicative Capitalism’, which: “requires occupying (rather than
disavowing) the trap”6. This is how I read Lowkey’s appropriation of YouTube.

Jack Talty
The 'Ivory Tower' and the 'Commons'? Locating Irish Traditional Music
Academia in Community Discourse
The concept of community features prominently in literature and discourse on Irish
traditional music, a music that is generally understood as having been transmitted
generationally in community-based contexts (Breathnach 1996, McCarthy 1996, Smith
1996, McCann 2001, Smith 2006, Williams 2010). Presented as part of ongoing doctoral
research on the Educational Institutionalisation (Keegan-Phipps 2008) of Irish traditional
music studies in Ireland’s tertiary-level education system from 1963 to the present day,
this paper seeks to problematise the intra-communal relationship between the
academic and extra-academic transmissional, pedagogical, and performance
practices of Irish traditional music. A critique of how perceptions of the Irish traditional
music community are constructed and negotiated is of central importance in
unravelling this relationship and in gaining an understanding of the complexities and
challenges inherent in transmitting traditional musics in institutional environments. This
paper draws on literature and other documented discourse to discuss how perceptions
of community are influenced by the relatively recent proliferation in the provision of Irish
traditional music studies in Ireland’s tertiary-level music education curricula, which has
resulted in the re-contextualisation of a traditional music that has been considered in
literature to be a creative shared resource of the ‘commons’(McCann 2001, Smith
2006).

Tamara Turner
Affective Community and Shared Suffering in the Music of Algerian
Diwan
Algerian dīwān (lit. “assembly”) is a healing, musico-ritual tradition that originated and
coalesced by the gathering of displaced sub-Saharan populations such as Hausa,
Bambara, Fulani, Songhay, and other ethnolinguistic groups. Dīwān was maintained
and developed over hundreds of years by the descendants of these diverse
populations as they came into contact with Berber, Tuareg, and Arab cultures in
present day Algeria. By musically evoking place and placelessness—such as recalling
former, individual sub-Saharan localities and trans-Saharan passages in texts and
Ibid., 2007: 52	
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musical aesthetics—dīwān music brings the past to bear on the present while
constituting and constructing a collective, affective community through “affective
belonging.” The purpose of the assembly is to coax, give space, and bear witness to
the shared suffering of those in attendance. Individuals emotionally triggered by
particular songs must “work” the affective process through movement, and, only with
the support of the community’s visual and aural gaze, ideally find release and renewal.
Engaging with the anthropological literature on suffering (Kleinman and Das: 1997; Das
and Cavell: 2006), the transmission of affect (Brennan: 2004), and entrainment (Becker
2004), this paper argues for the crucial inclusion of the functions of community, place,
and context in understanding musical aesthetics and affect.

Rebecca Uberoi
‘We are Pentecostal; We are Evangelical; We are an AIC’: Musical
Indices of Group Identity and Belonging in an African Immigrant
Church
Christ Apostolic Church (CAC) is one of a number of Nigerian Pentecostal churches to
have been established in Ireland over the last two decades. Through the music
performed in their weekly worship services, members of CAC in Dublin articulate their
belonging to both a pan-ethnic (Yoruba) community and a global religious
(Pentecostal/Evangelical) community. Music and dance at CAC help to evoke the
memory of ‘home’ and thereby create a space where members feel they belong
(Stokes 1994:3). The performance of Yoruba Christian music and ritual, with which all
members are familiar and can participate, enables individuals to realise their
connectedness within community (Turino 2008:2). This communal bonding provides a
welcome respite from the difficulties experienced in a strange country, and in this sense
music fulfils a therapeutic function within the immigrant community (Bailey & Collyer
2006:177). Music is also used by CAC members to articulate their belonging to a global
Pentecostal community. This affiliation reflects the origins of CAC whilst also locating the
movement and its members within current worldwide Christian mission. Being away in a
foreign country can be understood by CAC members in the context of ‘reverse
mission’, where they become the saviours of a country in spiritual decay (Ugba
2009:200). Performing their membership of this global community can help CAC
members to find a sense of purpose within the host culture.

Francis Ward
Irish Traditional Music and the ‘Virtual Community’
The Irish traditional music community is no longer confined to those who live, listen and
play in the ‘real’ world; it now includes a significant online ‘virtual’ community. This
research recognises the growing prevalence of online learning in the transmission of Irish
traditional music, acknowledges the difficulty in defining the ‘place’ where learning
occurs, and considers the imagined ‘site’ of learning - the interface between the ‘real’
and the ‘virtual’. Jones informs us that ‘definitions of community have traditionally
relied on unproblematised notions of place, a ‘where’, that social scientists can
observe, visit, stay, and go engage in participant observation.’ (Jones 1998:17) Of
course, the ‘where’ in the online world is defined by where people gather virtually, not
physically.
The research draws on three main case studies: website/forum
thessesion.org, subscription-based tutorial website the Online Academy of Music and
Dance (OAIM.ie), and Skype interactive music lessons, as well as on extensive
ethnographic interviews and analysis of questionnaire data. This paper documents

some of the characteristics of the Irish traditional virtual music community in
investigating the changing transmission methods in Irish traditional music.

Desi Wilkinson
The Representation of Socio-economic Attitudes in Vernacular Music
Performance
In this short paper I seek to make use of a musical metaphor; that is fiddle music and
the personage of the fiddle player, in order to articulate potentially conflicting yet
arguably confluent tides in contemporary Irish society. This interpretation of sociocultural dynamics in contemporary Ireland is intended to add what I will call a micromusical slant to the ongoing post mortem being carried out on the carcass of that
runaway beast we came to know as the 'Celtic tiger'.

Olga Witte
Selonding – Constructing of a Balinese Identities
Selonding is the oldest known type of Balinese gambelan. In opposition to most
gambelan it originated in Bali before the Majapahit immigrated from Java in the 15th
century. The general narrative of selonding is that it is ancient, rare, holy, and
connected to Bali Kuna, the early Balinese, now primarily living in Eastern Bali, and that
selonding exclusively has been played by Bali Kuna until recently. Since 1998 several
selonding orchestras has emerged in the southern Balinese district, Kecamatan
Sukawati. Most of these musicians explain that they feel a strong connection to ancient
Bali when they play or listen to selonding, even though they themselves are
descendants of the Majapahit. Some even describe how they feel as if they where
directly experiencing the life of a Balinese before the arrival of the Majapahit. In a
highly globalized area as touristy Hindu Bali in a strong Indonesian, primarily Muslim,
nation state, the continuous creation of Balinese identities is important. By playing
selonding the musicians create a direct embodied experience of being ‘originally’
Balinese, and not just a descendant of the neighbouring Java. Thereby the selonding
groups take part in the construction of Balinese identities.

Notes

